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Hank Aaron materials in MARBL collections inspire exhibit by students

Hank Aaron materials in the MARBL collections are the inspiration for an exhibit currently on display in the Robert W. Woodruff Library Learning Commons. This exhibit, titled "He Had a Hammer: The Legacy of Hank Aaron in Baseball and American Culture," is co-curated by Emory University juniors Kyle Arbuckle, a political science major, and Kelly McMillan, a history major. Faculty advisors are Pellom McDaniels III, MARBL faculty curator of African American Studies, and Dana White, Emory professor emeritus of English and music. The exhibit, which runs until May 9, 2014, is free and open to the public. It features a variety of original Hank Aaron materials from the MARBL collections.

James Steffen gets great reviews for recent book

James Steffen gets great reviews for recent book, "The Cinema of Sergei Parajanov." You can read the article at the link below.

Kevin Young discusses his new book


Changes to Woodruff Library’s Learning Commons coming this fall

In response to evolving technology and student behavior, Emory Libraries in the news, learn about our latest collections, new knowledge.

LGBT history takes center stage in two upcoming talks

LGBT history takes center stage in two upcoming talks: "The Cinema of Sergei Parajanov," with Terry Gross, and "Private memories, public traces: a tribute to Seamus Heaney,
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